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State of the art I

Since the Seoul meeting:

• Manure Management Improvement Program
  – Manure Kiosk: knowledge sharing
  – Pilot projects: realise improvement

Nairobi meeting:

• 2 people of Seoul meeting in current meeting
• We need continuity!
• Governance?
Outcome working group I

• Value to manure
  – Zero discharge: not clear, negative connotation
• Focus on policy, not on technology
• All farm sizes matter
• Balancing
  – Nutrients in manure > uptake capacity
  – Nutrients in manure < uptake capacity
Activities

- Inventory current nutrient excretion and manure management: mapping
- Identify and define pilot projects
- Workshop in SE-Asia (fall 2013)
- Link to PPLD (IFAD)
What do we need

• Communication: manure has a value
• Collect best practices (still tailoring needed)
• Policy handbook
• Experts on multi stakeholder processes and policy implementation
• Awareness “do no harm”
What we need to do

• Organize continuity:
  – set up core team (the workers)
  – go back to own organisation and find new members for core team
• Nomination of representation Guiding Group
• Sharepoint (part of the Manure Kiosk)
• Identify new participants
• Identify potential donors